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The City Gangs of the Borough
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The city is forever  
every moment  
constant pressure
we try to do better
fortunes change  
like the weather

In the downtown world  
they plot and they scheme  
for champagne wishes  
and caviar dreams

In the streets  
the name of the game is survival  
gangs and crews startin’ feuds  
neighborhoods be tribal

Up in the north  
our gang runs the show
we keep our hood together
we make our rep grow
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But the city is alive  
and the mood is gettin’ strange 
I can feel it in the air 
the wind’s about to change

sir.

TREY!
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Cap told me to 
come find you. 
He wants you 
 right away.

you can go.

I got it.
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he jumped some  
kid in the middle  
of Lincoln High...

I Know

He’s messin’ with 
 our reputation, AND  
breaking our rules!

NO FIGHTS  
AT SCHOOL!

It’s Serious!

I know  
what he did!

And what’s his 
punishment? You take  
away his green beret  

and some stripes?!
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What should I  
do beat him down?

That’s not discipline!

We had to do that  
during the wars 

 but it’s truce now.

If I show ‘em something  
other than violence maybe 
they won’t be so violent.

I appreciate the truce. 
 But I’m sayin’ how we gonna 
maintain discipline if we let  

stuff like this slide?

We got some wild  
ass kids in here,  

we need to make sure  
to keep ‘em in line!

Are you sayin’ I 
don’t know what  

I’m doing?

I woulda  
handled it  

another way.

I handled it!
I run this Crew!

You may be my  
Number two around  

here but you don’t  
get to question 
 my decisions!
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You DON’T learn  
much from an  
ass whoopin’.

He worked for 
 that beret and them 

stripes, he knows 
 what it takes to build 

something.

Maybe next time he 
won’t risk all that 
over some bullshit.

So what?
We teachers now? 
 I thought we was 
 runnin’ a gang?

Where is  
my brother? I gave him the 

message sir.

Insubordination!

GUNNY!

I didn’t mean to  
get you all riled up. 

I’m just tryin’ to make 
 sure we hold on to  
what we fought for.

Times ‘is changin 
Gunny, We gotta 
change wit ‘em.

Never mind, I know 
where to find him.
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It’s good but  
I could do better.

Yeah Right!

I knew You’d  
be up here

What you got  
A new rhyme?

The other crews 
will be getting 

here soon.  
You ready

I think so.
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You know I ain’t  
no good at all this 

political stuff.
I know. But this is a big day 
and everybody has to do 
their part. including you

you don’t need 
me, yOu and  

gunny got this

We got a lot of eyes on us  
today. A lot of old enemies 
who might be lookin’ for 

cracks. We need to show them 
that we’re together. If your 
off doing your own thing. 

People might get to talking. 

Me and gunny are  
the present. You are the  

future. We show everybody 
that whatever happens NPA 

 will still be standin’. 

I don’t want  
to be the future. 

Besides nothing’s  
gonna happen this 

 is the the biggest crew  
in Norborough. 
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You know what can  
happen. That’s why I need  

you to understand  
what I’m saying.

mom.

I know it’s  
been hard...

OK I don’t want 
to argue.

Just smile and be 
social. OK.
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Oh come on!
At ease.

Hey Jane.

Sorry Sir. 
 I’m just a little 

on edge.
I Know.

Look at  
‘em all....

Panthers

Yardies 

Devils 

Vipers

Tianos

Some others I 
don’t even know

One wrong word
one wrong move...

You could screw up 
a year of peace.

But you have 
people counting 

on you... 

You really want 
to help but you 

don’t know how...  

...and you’re 
scared.
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Welcome Everyone. I 
have a few words.

Last year this city 
burned. Every Crew in 
every borough was 
beefin’ then we had 
the Franklin Park 

Massacre.
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City hall was 
coming down on 
us hard the gangs 
of the city were 
headed for self 

destruction.

There was only one way 
 to survive. We would have  

to work together with our 
enemies to find a way to 
live together in peace...

...and make 
rules all of us 
could respect.

Today you can go to 
any part of the city 
no matter what crew 

you’re from.

Today we celebrate 
the anniversary of 

that peace, the truce 
and the constitution 

of the streets.

“It’s not perfect but it shows that 
we can work together. When we can 

put pettyness aside and work with our 
enemies. We can keep ourselves and our 

homes safe and prosperous.”

in the spirit of  
embracing our enemies 
let me present RA-1 of 

dynasty 2000 one  
of the men who  
made the peace.
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THERE WAS CHAOS  
I BROUGHT ORDER.

There was war I 
brought peace.

Men were being 
killed and women 

were raped.

It was  
armagHeddon. 

I did what  
needed to  
be done. 

I called  
together my 

 fellow elders  
and made a Plan  

to end the  
suffering.

It wasn’t 
easy.

We had  
to find  
common 
ground.

What we made will  
stand for all time as 

 the greatest triumph 
 of the streets!
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That’s how  
you give a speech 

Cappy!

Lets get this 
party started!

Its a party, 
try to have  
some fun.

You 
 Too.

HUpH
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How we gonna 
 maintain what we 
got if we let stuff 

like this slide?

How can you 
just take away 

his beret and 
some stripes?!

ever since the 
truce it seems 
like he’s goin’ 

soft! 

Your crew takes
 over the all city  

chair in a month. You  
better be sure you’re  

ready for that  
responsibility. 

It’s not the 
 time for lapses 

 in discipline.

it may be  
time for new 

Leadership.

I could  
never!

You may have  
to make a choice.
Your brother or 

your crew.

Some men  
just ain’t built 

for peace.

Don’t lose 
everything  

because of it.

You told me he’s 
been doin’ stuff  
like this lately

What can  
I do? 

He’s like a 
brother!
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loosin’ it  
without a fight!
‘s fucked up

To the 
truce!

Ever think we’d 
be able to share 
a drink in peace 

like this cap?

not without one of  
us being dead. We used to 
beat the hell out of each 
other but it’s good that 

all that’s behind us.

you came up so fast!  
became the biggest 

crew in norborough 
in what, two years?

Except! 

Such a  
Punk move.

It’s settled 
RA. Don’t stir 

things up. 

you OK with  
how ford hill 
 went down?

‘s been  
d-2000 turf 

forever.

What?! 

All the ford hill  
crews wanted to 

run with us!

 I always  
respected  
you Cap.

When you  
took ford hill 
in the truce. 

you could 
never take 

it from us by 
force. 

Victor!

none of them 
is complainin’ 
now is they?
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What the Fuck  
you know about it!

I ain’t takin  
no shit from  

no kid!

VICTOR!

Even if  
you are Cap’s 

brother!

HAHA!
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Please! This day  
is about peace. My brother  

doesn’t know what he’s  
talking about.  

Apologize  
for offending 

Victor.

What?!

Apologize!

Sorry!

You lucky  
you is who  
you is kid.
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Can all the 
writers gather 

around.

In honor of the  
truce we have prepared 
this wall for a mural by  

writers from every  
different crew.

Lower the 
tarP!
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How the...?!

HAHA! 

Paint  
over  
that!

We had that 
wall covered 
and guarded 

all night!

You can’t protect 
a wall! How you 
gonna protect a  

borough!
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...think you’re  
G.I. Joe, Gee I  
don’t know?

More like  
that dude 

 Gomer Pyle
From that  
TV Show.

Take a look  
at you Homie

I wouldn’t try 
 to brag... 

...that jacket 
lookin’ like a 
knock-off 
handbag.

so the next time 
you see the man 

in fatigues...

...you turn 
around and  

run cause I’m 
way out your 

league.

i’m a soldier 
 and i’m ready  
for battle...

...tested 
so I don’t 

rattle you get 
slaughtered 
like cattle!
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what are you 
doin’ out here?

Had enough 
party eh?

Had to cool off. 
Ra is getting on 
my damn nerves!

You hear him. I 
brought peace I 
brought order.

I know he’s  
just trying to  
get under my  
skin. Him and  
god damn  

Victor.

It woulda been you 
at the meeting. But 

you wanted him  
to represent  
norborough.

They’re just  
jealous. they  

think they entitled 
 to somthing just  
‘cause they older. 

 Ra is just tryin’ 
 to instigate. It’s 
what he does man.

and victor,  
that dude would 
start a fight in 
an empty room!

HAHA!
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I think maybe 
you had enough.

look at all 
 these punk ass 

soldiers!

don’t they 
know who I am 
I been running 
this shit from 

way back.

You tell 
it Ra!

Cap thinks he’s so 
damn smart. NPA is 

just a bunch 
 of punks. 

Cappy! I was 
just talking 
about you! 

Have a  
drink with  
me cappy!

I Know  
when I had 

Enough. You may run this 
borough but you 

don’t tell me 
what to do!

I wasn’t --

A punk ass 
leader of 
a punk ass 

crew.

Dynasty-2000 
should be 

running this. 
I should be 
running this! 

Here’s to  
you Cap!
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that’s it!

it’s on!

I’m tired of 
all you shit Ra. You keep tryin’  

to undermine me but 
it won’t work

Norborough  
is ours and there’s 
nothing you can  

do about it!
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We’ll see 
about that!

You might be 
on top now 
but that can 

change!

You better get 
outta here!

BeforE I  
Kill You!

This is bad cap!
You know what 
you’ve done.
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I knew I’d 
find you up 

here.

I shoulda 
kept my cool. 

Ra was just 
messing with 
me, that’s all 

he CAN do.

What’s gonna 
happen.

Probably just 
an apology.

He and I  
exchanged words 
but we both know 

peace it better.

don’t worry 
everything 
will be fine.
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Name: Norborough People’s Army (N.P.A.)
Leader: The Captain (Cap)
Second: Gunny

with over 2500 members N.P.A. is the largest gang in 
Norborough and the most recently formed. The gang was 
begun when Cap came home from the war to find his home no 
better off than the third world stinkhole he just liber-
ated. Drawing from his military training Cap was able to 
mold the first soldiers of the N.P.A. into a well disci-
plined fighting force. The NPA was able to easily over-
whelm the disorganized local crews, and absorb their 
turf into it’s own.

 Looked upon as upstarts by the older and more estab-
lished Norborough crews N.P.A.’s discipline, tactics, 
and unity make them THE power in the borough. As such 
the N.P.A. was  made the first “gauardian of Norborough” 
after the adoption of the constitution of the streets.



Leader: RA-1
Second: Orus

Dynasty 2000 has risen to become one of the larg-
est gangs in Norborough. Begun by their charismat-
ic leader, RA-1, and predicated on the belief that 
black men were the kings of the past and would be 
the kings of the future. Dynasty 2000 members are 
expected to carry themselves in a respectful way at 
all times and to treat their black brothers and sis-
ters as the kings and queens they are. 

Ra-1 began his quest for dominance in an unusual 
way, instead of aquiring soldiers and fighting for 
turf. Ra began throwing block parties, and with his 
powerful sound-system and equally powerful charis-
ma he was able to recruit many dedicated followers. 
Geographical proximity and ideological differenc-
es would put Dynasty 2000 in constant conflict with 
their largest neighbors the N.P.A. After the tumolt 
of the “Year of Blood” Ra was chosen to represent 
Norborough at the “All City Convention” and helped 
draft the Constitution of the Streets. 




